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November 7,2004
Going to the mall in
Nashville, Tennessee wasn't
exactly on my list of things
to do while attending the
conference.
In the mall, Opry Mills,
there's a store inside called
Gibson Bluegrass Showcase.
A not so Harry Potter
When I went inside the shop,
I saw a huge array of guitars,
November 6,2004
banjos and mandolins. Man
Being an egotistical jour
dolins in the south? I contin
nalist, there is little room in
ued into the store and there
my life to have many idols.
was a woodshop behind a
Yesterday I was able to meet
wall made out of windows.
one of the few people I idol
I was following an em
ize. I had the opportunity to
ployee who was washing
meet Diane Sawyer.
the windows, because as he
My day started at 4 a.m. I
finished each one it gave me
woke up before the sun even
came out in hopes of catch
ing just a glimpse of her. It
was colder than Antarctica
at 4 a.m. in Nashville. The
freezing weather would have
been perfectly acceptable
had I been prepared for it. I
must have had "California
Girl" written all over me. All
I could think about was how
cold it was and the Pacific
The crew departs
pants (from our very own
bookstore) and American
Eagle sweatshirt were just
not cutting it.
Meeting Ms. Sawyer was
a step in the right direction.
Granted it will not help me
with my aspirations of be
coming a broadcast journal
ist or a journalist at all, but
it made me happy even just
for that brief moment when
I told 'Diane Sawyer' that I
wanted her job.
-Jenn Murphy

SUNNY

shelves, "I had something to
do with."
In the middle of the mall,
next to the Nike Outlet, was
the only place in America
where Gibson banjos and
mandolins are hand made.
He gave me a guided tour
of the facility, from wood
GRRR! chicken and biscuits
storage to crafting tables,
Mi nombre es Laurel especial!
lacquer
and
assembly.
The
a better view into the shop.
November 2,2004
He introduced himself as whole process is done in that
Today
has been a very
workshop.
Brandon Carr.
stressful
day.
It is Election
If I were to ask a Stockton
"Every banjo and mando
Day
once
again,
but this
lin in this store was hand store like the Gibson Blue- time Jenn and I stand alone
crafted in here." he said, grass Showcase all the ques in a predominantly red state.
tions that I had asked, I'd
pointing through the glass.
We have decided to take a
"And just about every probably be told to leave.
stroll
down the strip. As we
-Alex Lu-Pon
banjo and mandolin in
sip "sodas" at a near by bar,
here," he said pointing to the
adorned from head to toe
with every item off of the
johnkerrygear.com website,
we begin to attract hateful
glances from every direction.
Now almost 1:00 a.m. the
moment that we all had been
patiently waiting for. was
finally here. As the news
broadcaster on NBC and the
loud ringing of true southern
The crew...Joe best represented country music compete for
by his hand
mainstream, we heard, "Our
newly elected President of
the United States of America
is George W. Bush." I real
ized then and there how Jen
ny must have felt in the film
Forest Gump when she said,
"Dear God, make me a bird
so I can fly far, far away from
here." We are being governed
by a man who prides himself
in coining new phrases such
as "hispanically" and "mis
understanding" (Hmmm. It
really makes me wonder).
God Protect Us!
-Laurel Hoover
Joe's thoughts: We went to Nashville, realized our paper's a dump, now were making changes
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Among the many reasons
students choose to continue
their education at the Uni
versity of the Pacific is the
institution's commitment to
graduate
"practice-ready"
students. This means Pacific
guarantees that each student
will have the opportunity to
obtain some form of experiential learning (internship,
co-op, study abroad, com
munity service, volunteerism, practicum) during their
tenure at Pacific. Pacific is
one of the few campuses that
makes this guarantee and
has it contained in its Mis
sion Statement.
So why should students
seek practical experience?
Well, here are a few good
reasons:
*Students can extend and
apply skills learned in an
academic setting, including
problem posing, analysis,
and synthesis
*Students can test career
options to help clarify and
refine career objectives and
goals and begin to develop
competencies (skills and
knowledge) specific to a career or environment
*Students can develop
skills necessary for any
~ "
work environment, includ
ing communication, writing,
interpersonal
connections,
teamwork, time manage
ment, and goal setting
*Students can start to build
a network of professional
contacts
"Employers do
much
of their entry level hiring
through their internship or
co-op program
"Graduate
vjiauuuic programs rvcix
look
more favorably upon applicants with experience in the
fjgld
That's the good news.
Now here's the other news,
As students increase their
understanding of the value
of having practical experience prior to graduation,

\Practical"
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Graduate Counseling Ap
often have information for
Thinking
about
both
the opportunities to obtain
pointments
students
looking
for
intern
a quality experience are be learning goals and the prac ships,
Meet with one of on
including listings
I— more and more
mrvrn com
mm
tical aspects of an internship
coming
counselors to discuss yon
of
related
organizations,
petitive. Finding a quality will get you going in the right publications, programs and academic job search, non-ao
site is similar, in fact, to the direction. Career Counselors conferences, and links to ademic job search, resume oi
current level of competition within the Career Resource other sites. These sites are CV critique, or any other isrequired to obtain employ Center are available to assist often great for learning about sues you are thinking about
ment or gaining entry into you with self-assessment,
Mock Interviews
issues and trends in career
many of the high caliber goal setting or developing
Perfect your interview
fields.
graduate and professional your learning proposal.
skills
in this safe situation
•Full-time job listings
Once you have a well-for
programs.
in
which
a counselor plays
Check wherever there
So, how do you get start- mulated idea, you'll be able
the
role
of
the employer. "The
are full-time job listings.
ed? First, define your goals, to explain your goals and ask Consider these resources a counselor will prepare ques
Your first step should be to for suggestions and ideas. database of employers. Use tions that you might have
Your goal is to find organiza
ask yourself why you want
in a real situation so you
to do an internship, and tions that would be willing to our listings, newspapers, or
can
practice giving your an
what you hope to get out of consider your unique need or websites. Read through the
swers.
After the session, you
it. In other words, what are idea. Therefore, you should fines: are new projects start
and
the
counselor can revi
use all the obvious resources, ing up? Is there an area in
your goals?
•Do you want to test your including eRecruiting ( ww an organization that could the experience.
use your help? Is there new
"fit" in a particular career
funding?
There are also other resourc
field?
The
Career
Resource
•Do you want to develop es of organizations that are
Center
is
always
available
certain skills related to a type already interested in interns,
to
help
you
design
your
own
so it is possible they will be
of career?
internship.
Please
make
an
Do you want the intern interested in an intern with a
appointment
with
a
coun
ship to help with your aca- specific idea,
demic choices?
Here are some sugges- selor. The CRC offers a vari
•Do you want to apply or tions that other students ety of services and resources
to support undergraduates,
enhance skills that you have have found helpful,
graduate
students and alum
been developing?
-Use your personal netni in assessing their values
Finding a focus, estab- work
The Staff Advisory Comr:
fishing learning goals and
Talk to your friends' and interests. To make an
tee
and the Adopt-A-Fami|
actually writing a learning parents and your parents' appointment for any of the
committee
would like to inviit
proposal, is a good way to friends, professors, coaches, following, call 209.946.23261.
the
Pacific
Community to pa:
Walk-In Hours
start the process of look- and other advisors. Consider
ticipate
in
the
Adopt-A-Famiij
Walk-In Hours enable
ing for the right internship, contacting people where you
Canned
Food
Drive
& News
The learning proposal helps have worked or interned students to informally meet
For
Kids
annual
givin;
Coats
f° guide your search and previously. Have you vol with a Career Counselor
should outline strategies for unteered somewhere? Did for a resume or cover letter programs.
Coats (for kids and adults
you do a great job? Give critique or any other quick
meeting the goals
and
canned food are beini
Further, you should ask them a call. Remember that questions. Walk-In Hours are
collected
already in the Caree
yourself some other practical people love to help stu held Monday thru Thursday
questions:
dents! Arrange Information from 2:00pm until 4:00pm. Resource Center and Ceruc
•Where do you want to Interviews with people you You don't need an appoint for Community Involvemer
Reception areas. Please jot
be geographically? In your meet. You should also ap- ment.
hometown? Do you want to proach guest speakers in Resume/Cover Letter Critiques us in the effort of helping
needy this Holiday seasc
explore a new environment? your classes, on campus, or
Working with you, a coun
Do you want to stay in Cali- in the community who are selor will offer advice for Deadline for collection is De
fornia?
doing something that might improving your resume or cember 10th.
If you or your departrrr
Do you need to get paid? be of interest to you
cover letter. Don't wait until
"
Do you want academic
Read1 the newspaper in you are up against a tight would like to participate
credit?
the community where you deadline to call for an ap
Adopt-A-Family or want
want
to
go
•Do you need housing,
or
w
pointment - get your resume team up with another depa"
Is
someone
starting
can you live at home? Do you
a together and get it critiqued ment, please contact Crist.
Parker ^p^prtfDpacific.edu b
program
that
could
use
have relatives or friends you
an now!
intern? Watch for special pro Counseling Appointmets
can five with?
November 12.
If your department woulc
-What will your liv- grams that are highlighted in
Half-hour counseling ses
ing expenses be, based on the media. Look for people sions are available to discuss to maintain a canned food t
please contact Barbara Kirkic
your
travel/commuting/ or organizations you could career goals, job search strat
housing/food/social needs? contact.
egies, graduate school, inter hkirklan@pacificjdu or co
•Professional Associations viewing, self-assessment, or bin, please contact Jane ..
'If unpaid, will you need to
Professional organizations whatever is on your mind.
suoka jmasuokajStpacifUl?
find a paying job?
j
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Jacquelvn Archambault
News Editor

Being able to prove and
discuss different ideas about
life and God were just a few
reasons why Professor Heffernan chose philosophy for
his major. "By the time I was
nineteen or twenty I really
thought I would like to be
come a philosophy teacher,"
said Heffernan.
Philosophy gives people a
firmer grasp of not only their
own beliefs but why one may
believe their explanations on
a particular subject are more
rational than someone else's
idea. Philosophy will further
help the student argue their
case more effectively.
One former student of phi
losophy praised the course
for giving him insight into
his present career. As a law
student, had he not tak
en a philosophy class
he would not have
understood both sides
of a case, learned to
reread what he didn't
understand, and to be
patient with reading
what he did not under
stand.
In our culture we be
lieve it's right for people
to have radically dif
ferent view points
of what life is all
about
while
still
living

-v. y: -" : . ..
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"...whether he plays a music
video, shows clips from
movies, or cracks a joke, he
always makes class fun."

together in peace and harmo
ny. "This is an important skill
to develop while being open
to the possibility that not ev
eryone is going to think the
way we do. If you disagree
with them, you can't just
quiet them. One needs to un
derstand and figure out why
they hold the ideas they do,"
he said.
Philosophers enjoy the
contentment of their own ten
commandments. They are "Al
low the spirit of wonder to
flourish in the breast, doubt
every claim you encounter
until the evidence convinces
you of its truth, love the
truth, divide and conquer,
collect and construct, con
jecture and refute, revise and
rebuild, seek simplicity, live
the truth, and lastly, live the
good.

Alexis Louie
Senior
Major: Comm.

"Heffernan is a big, goofy,
lovable guy who makes
class enjoyable-that goes
a long way in a class like
Mentor III."
Matt Gehrett
Senior
Major: English

"I
like
Heffernan's
teaching
methods
because his lessons and
class discussions let me
re-evaluate
my
moral
character."
Connie Cooc
Senior
Major: Business

"Heffernan stimulates class
discussions that I don't think
any of us students would be
a part of without him."
Geoff Moore
Senior
Major: Business

Pals at
Pacific
By Jacquelyn Archamboult
News Editor

Adult students at Pacific
are celebrating Non-Tra
ditional Student Month in
November. Non-traditional
students are those who have
come back to school after
being away from college for
a lengthy period of time for
various reasons. November
will be a month where these
students are honored for
having the courage to return
to the classroom setting after
a break.
What is the difference
between a traditional and
non-traditional
student?
Traditional students are usu
ally younger, and have only
themselves to look after with
no other responsibility, other
than university activities.
Non-traditional students are
older, have families, hus
bands or wives and other
external forces that occupy
their time besides taking
up to 18 or more units per
semester.
Adult Student Coordi
nator, Delia Richardson,
attended the university as
a returning student after
many years of being out of
school. "One of the things
I would have loved to do
when I came back to school
was join a sorority and I was
unable. Also for me I think I
was treated like somebody's
mother and I feel younger
students should be more
accepting and involve nontraditional students in their
own activities."
Adult students are not
complaining, however, they
do want younger classmates
to realize the importance of
an education. Once a student
decides to leave school and
pursue a family or a career
before their degree is met, it's
much harder to come back as
a re-entry adult.
Richardson states, "Make
the most of your time while
you are here because once in

See PALS page 4
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Hackley founds college
division Navy League
By Jocquelvn Archombault
News Editor
Navy League of the United
States established at Univer
sity of the Pacific this Fall
semester by Dr. Carol Ann
Hackley, is an organization
for students who are serviceoriented. Hackley wanted
to found the first college
division of Navy League,
enabling students to get in
volved here at Pacific.
The historical founding of
Navy League of the United
States was established and
funded in 1902 by President
Theodore Roosevelt as a
civilian organization to sup
port Navy, Marine Corps,
Coast Guard, and US-Flag
Merchant Marines.
This strong organization
demonstrates its leadership
by advocating superior sea
power which safeguards na
tional security and protects
American economic interests.
"Ours is an island nation,
dependent upon freedom of
the seas for our economy, as
well as our defense," said
Hackley. "This organization
provides letters of encour
agement and gratitude, and
touches of home, books for
ships libraries, etc., for our
military," she added.
Navy League provides
support not only to members
in the U.S. services but also
to the families who are left
behind. Providing morale for
families and service person
nel is an important aspect of
this organization.
Currently, Navy League
has approximately 70,000
members around the world
who support our military.
"Students want to support
their peers, aunts, uncles,
and cousins," said Hackley.
Dr. Hackley is National
Vice President for Public Re
lations for the Navy League.
Navy League's first fund
raiser is Dec 5, and members
are selling tickets for the
Drama Department's mati
nee production of "Simply

the Things She Is."
There will be a luncheon
before the play followed by
a talk-back with the cast. The
tickets will help support the
initial establishment of the
organization. "Tickets are
$15 each," said Kate Walters,
Navy League's President.
Navy League provides a
service that is an especially
important asset to sea ser
vice personnel and military
service personnel in this
time of war. "Many serviceminded individuals who
want to make a difference
have joined the group, hop
ing to provide change to help
build morale for the men and
women of the sea services,"
said Walters.
"Members of Pacific Navy
League will soon put to
gether care packages to send
over seas which will help the
military in their time of need.
Donations of socks are con
sidered a desirable gift for
our military personnel at this
time due to the conditions
they are faced with in Iraq,"
said Jessica Boyer, Navy
League Vice President.
"The mission of the new
division at Pacific is to es
tablish morale for our troops
by providing them with the
commendation and kind
words that any American ci
vilian can give them whether
or not American citizens
agrees or disagrees with the
fact our military is fighting
overseas," said Boyer.
Walters stated, "No mat
ter if you agree or not, and
whether you are Democrat
or Republican doesn't mat
ter, we can all do plenty
to support the troops by
providing them with moral
support for doing a job they
have no choice but to do."
"Students should expect to
feel good about being a part
of something larger than
themselves, larger than this
campus, which will make a
real difference in people's
lives. As students we should
hold ourselves accountable

for these types of actions,
and unfortunately we often
don't. Navy League is a
fun way to stay connected
and share compassion for
our fellow human beings,"
Walters further expresses.
Students
attending
Pacific who may be in
terested in joining the
prestigious and respected
Navy League at Pacific
may contact Dr. Hackley
at tchackley@aol.com or
k_walters@pacific.edu.
Dues are $40 per year, and
include a subscription to
'Seapower' magazine.

Think you can't afford quality
health coverage?
Think again. With the
Blue Cross of California PPO
Share 2500 plan,you'il get
quality health coverage at
an affordable rate. And a
local agent who's helped
lots of people around town
find just the right plan. Call
today for more information.
• Wide choice of doctors and
hospitals
• Prescription drug benefit
* No deductible on office visits
and preventive care
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PALS from page 3
the real world, it's hard to
come back and start over as
an adult," she said.
A typical day for many
non-traditional
students
consists
of
attending
classes before and after
work, stopping in between
to buy necessities for the
family, helping with their
children's
homework,
cleaning house and wash
ing clothes, getting the kids
bathed and off to bed at a
reasonable time, and then
take the time for their own
studies, which often do not
stop until the wee hours of
the morning. During the
day non-traditional stu
dents also have to find time
to converse with professors
and other students at the
university.
Night student Linda Jeffers says, "I work, then I
cleaned and prepared for
an upcoming weekend
that included taking my
son, friends, and family to
a benefit concert in the Bay
area. Later that weekend I

took my son to the bus sta
tion for a trip, and prepared
to leave for Newport Beach
for a conference where I will
speak."
Jeffers continued by say
ing, "In terms of other stu
dents and professors, I think
my biggest issue is when I
need to speak to my adviser,
it's usually hard for me to
find the time to call and set
up an appointment. I think
financial aid should be indi
vidualized for adult students
as well. However, I also feel I
am receiving a first class ed
ucation at UOP," said Jeffers.
"You get the idea though. I fit
it all in, have fun, and I am
always tired."
One non-traditional stu
dent who wanted to remain
anonymous said, "Professors
don't realize what we go
through. First of all, we don't
have mom or dad to fall back
on when something in our
live happens because we are
on our own. Second, I think
professors look at the stu
dents in the class and we just
blend in with the rest of the
students. And we may need

more time or individual
ized help more than most."
Returning students can
rely on the efforts of the
President for PALS, Bryan
Cantrell and Student Coor
dinator Delia Richardson,
which has been established
to oversee the welfare of
returning students.
PALS is a program for
non-traditional
students
that allow adult students to
feel as if their not alone on
campus. Further, it is a pro
gram that civically engages
returning students. PALS
President Bryan Cantrell
says, "The PALS holiday
party this year will include
a canned food drive that
will be taken to St. Mary's
to help with the situation in
Stockton."
For those non-traditional
students who have come
back in search of a higher
education, best wishes to
all and congratulations on
the present accomplish
ments achieved as a return
ing student.
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Four more years of
disappointment
By Sean Coletta
Cuest Writer
The ignorance and na
ivete displayed by my fellow
Americans, and, as I am sorry
to say, a number of my family
and friends on November 2,
2004, served to awaken me to
the harsh reality of American
politics. Intelligent, compas
sionate, well-spoken, quali
fied leaders do not receive
the respect and praise they
deserve within the American
political system. By voicing
our collective support for
one of the most divisive,
dishonest, globally resented
presidents in American his
tory, we have effectively
proven to the rest of the
world that Americans are not
responsible enough to
wield the power
of
democ
racy. After

the election of 2000, Ameri
cans were furious because
they believed that they had
been robbed. An individual
who had lost the popular
vote had won the presidency.
A man who had unscrupu
lously utilized the rule of a
conservative Supreme Court
to disenfranchise thousands
of voters had unconscionably
been given the opportunity
to serve as the leader of our
nation. Fool me once, shame
on you; fool me twice, shame
on me. How could we not
realize that George W. Bush
has deprived this country
of those things that make it
great (free speech, equality,
and opportunity)? We under
stood that it was George W.
Bush who was responsible
for
transforming
our huge sur
plus into

Nov. 18, 2004

a daunting deficit. We un
derstood that the war in Iraq
was a mistake. We under
stood that Medicare, Social
Security, and Welfare had all
suffered significant setbacks
because of Bush's fiscal poli
cies. Why did we not trans
form this understanding into
a vote for John F. Kerry? Was
it because we believed that
he did not reflect our moral
values? Americans have
always stood for pride, re
sponsibility, and justice. John
Kerry has always worked
to give the under appreci
ated masses and minorities a
voice in America. John Kerry
has always assumed respon
sibility for his actions. John
Kerry has always done what
was in this country's best in
terest. George Bush proposes
to deny individuals their con
stitutionally-granted rights.
George Bush evaded true
military duty. George Bush
childishly fooled around
with drugs and alcohol. Is it
because John Kerry does not
have sufficient leadership
experience? John Kerry was
a Vietnam War hero. John
Kerry helped to open this
country's eyes to the errors
in its way. John Kerry has
lengthy experience in the
U.S. Senate. George Bush
never served our country on
the national level (prior to
his usurpation of the White
House). George Bush foolish
ly led us into an immoral war
without a plan to win and
maintain the peace. George
Bush has sent Americans
to die for a war he cannot
justify. George Bush hastily
made remarks that he could
not back up. We have earned
this reality. We, by allowing
our family and friends to

See BUSH page 8

Democrats must
find moral center
By Robert Christian

Staff Writer

What's wrong with the
Democratic party? The Re
publicans have won the pres
idency and increased their
control in the House and
Senate. Many Democrats are
left baffled. I am not.
Some left-wing nuts have
claimed that Howard Dean
would have beaten President
Bush. They are mad that
they picked the more centrist
Kerry and still lost. This re
flects much of what is wrong
with the Democratic party.
John Kerry was too liberal
on social/moral issues to
win the presidency. "Moral
issues" was the number one
issue of this election, and 80
percent of the people who
believed it was the most im
portant issue voted for Pres
ident Bush. A CNN/USA
Today Gallup poll showed
that 53 percent of people
believed that Bush would
do a better job with Supreme
Court nominations, while 37
percent favored Kerry.
Senator Kerry opposes gay
marriage, so the importance
of this issue was limited, in
my humble opinion. Abor
tion was the issue.
John Kerry is a Roman
Catholic and George W.
Bush won the Catholic vote.
President Bush did very well
with Hispanic voters. This
decided the election.
John Kerry either ignored
his conscience on the is
sue of abortion, because of
a misinterpretation of the
Establishment clause of the
Constitution, or more likely,
he sold out like so many oth
er Democrats. Either way, it
cost him the election.
No President should ever
vote against their conscience.

President Kennedy said he
would resign, not ignore his
conscience, if it was neces
sary for the good of the
country.
The Establishment clause
does not mean that elected
officials must destroy their
philosophy if it has any ba
sis in religion. Only a few
extremists believe this, but
they are loud and in control
of the party.
The vast majority of the
country opposes partialbirth abortions. John Kerry's
failure to vote for the ban on
this practice was a devastat
ing blow to his campaign.
Planned Parenthood and
all other groups led by rich,
secular
elitists
continu
ally convince John Kerry and
most other Democrats to take
the extreme position on abor
tion that the majority of the
country opposes.
One third of Iowa Demo
crats are anti-abortion rights.
Pro-life Democrats are strong
throughout all of the swing
states and the South. Ac
cording to Gallup, over 60
percent of African-Ameri
cans, Hispanics, and people
making under $29K/year
support major restrictions on
abortion rights.
Liberals do not under
stand why less than 20
percent of the country will
admit to being liberals. News
flash: This is because less
than 20 percent are liberals.
The Democratic party used
to be a grand coalition of
farmers, minorities, Catho
lics, manufacturing workers,
and others. Gradually they
are being pushed out of the
party by one wing: the pure
liberal wing.
The left-wings of this

See KERRY page 7
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The path less traveled
Destiny and the danger of compromise
By Margaret Townsend
Guest Writer

If one has the power in
one's hands to inject life into
someone's veins at the criti
cal moment, it is imperative
that one gives all one has to
do so. But I am not speaking
about physical death. I am
speaking about the death of
the human spirit. It is tragic
and the cause must be rec
ognized. It is dangerous - to
your happiness, to your life,
and to your mind. You may
be completely unaware of
your inevitable doom. This
danger is compromise.
I speak to those who had a
vision. I speak to those who
are giving up their dreams
without a fight. I speak to
those who lie awake at night
feeling only the strongest
sense of "I wanted." I speak
to those who still retain a
vestige of self-respect. These
are the things you think: It's
too late. I have to do what my
parents want me to do. It's too
risky. I can pursue my dreams
after I have some security. I

cannot say it louder: You are
wrong, it's not too late. Your
life is your own, not your par
ents' or your community's or
your culture's. It's not risky if
you have everything to gain
and nothing to lose, and in
all likelihood you won't pur
sue those dreams at a later
time. I will explain why.
But first, think of the job
towards which you are head
ing. The power of the human
imagination is extraordinary.
Try to visualize yourself do
ing this job. Do you feel ex
citement? Hope? A sense of
an extraordinary and endless
possibility? Or do you feel
dread, disappointment and
regret? You may know what
kinds of activities you enjoy
and love. I ask you: does it
fit?
It is hard to admit to your
self that you have chosen the
wrong path in life. But the
only real danger is the dan
ger of not thinking. Thinking

Keeping up with
new students

top today is any indication,
father's life, your mother's, By Paige Elisha
the laptops also take consid
or your community's life that S t a f f W r i t e r
erably
longer to process and
you are living? Would you
Does anybody feel that send information).
sacrifice a dream to uphold
While laptops are a won
our school is making great
tradition?
derful
alternative to desk
Will you go back to your efforts to increase the size
tops
at
the library, they are
dreams once you reach a of the student body, but in
not
the
solution
to the short
certain security? The more many cases is not always
age
of
computers.
Because it
you compromise, the less increasing its capacity to
takes
so
long
for
a
user
to get
likely you will be to go back deal with the number of new
started
on
a
laptop,
they
are
to those dreams. Every time students? While I do not
not
useful
for
short
visits
to
D e n e v e that
U L c U the
U L C university
U i u v u o u .y
you refuse to think about believe
your life and the way you has completely undermined the library when, for exarnare heading, you loathe its ability to provide for the ple> a student needs on \ o
yourself a little bit more. new students that it attracts, print a document or has only
You'll compromise, and I must point out one instance a fifteen minute window be
then you'll make more com which clearly demonstrates tween classes.
The last time I left the li
promises that build on the that our school has gotten a
brary
rather frustrated by the
first. When you're 24 and in little ahead of itself.
computer
situation, a friend
Have you been to the Pa
a decent job and about to be
reminded
me that efforts
married, in the midst of your cific library lately? Yes, it is a
were,
in
fact,
being made
so-called happiness will you building shrouded in plastic
"So many
to
alleviate
the
problem.
be thinking of going back? tarps, filled with white dust
people in the
The
library
is,
When you're 27 and expect and a cacopho
after
all,
being
ing your first child, will you nous banging
world merely
"Although
expanded.
At
thinking of going back? and clanging.
exist, choosing a be
it
isn't
the
the
time,
that
When you're 35, will you be This, you might
form of
thinking "it's not too late?" point out, is an 'busy season' was enough to
my
No. It will have become a example of the at the library, dissuade
complacent
c
o
m
p
l
a
i
n
ts.
silly memory, nearly forgot library making
contentment
there
are
still
However,
it
ten and secretly hated.
a concerted ef
was
brought
to
over the risky
It is scary to think about fort to expand
not enough my attention
the
choices
you
must
make
with
the
grow
but very
computers to this morning
your life. But you ing
student
possible joy than about
that although
use."
cannot live by your gut. population.
I
construction
can come when You must live by your mind. argue, however,
will soon bo
Think about the reasons that that the situation at the li
one achieves
are preventing you from pur brary clearly demonstrates completed at the libraryone's dreams." suing your dreams. Think an inability to provide for no new computers will bo
added. It seems absurd tc
about if they are really valid. more and more students.
Should you go against So many people in the world
Have you tried to use me that the library will not
what your parents want? merely exist, choosing a form a computer at the Pacific be adding any new comput
After all, they are paying for of complacent contentment library lately? It can be ers for students.
your education. If you grew over the risky but very pos quite a struggle. At almost
As the situation stands
up in the Asian-American sible joy than can come when anytime of the day, the In now, students are forced tc
tradition, you are especially one achieves one's dreams. formation Commons at the make multiple passes around
caught by the throat. You Will you?
library is filled, study rooms the library, looking, like scavare expected to obey your
Did you want to become a with computers are fought engers, for the rare available
parents. They have complete sculptor, a concert violinist, for with great vigor, and the computer console. As I w rite
power over your life. You a mathematician, an engi classroom quiet working area this article, it is the beginning
may be faced with dreadful neer, a scientist, an inventor, is often closed to students or of November, nowhere near
options and are forced to a teacher, an executive, a is being used for a class.
the hectic mid-term or filial
pick the least unpleasant. writer, an architect?
While the option to check season. Although it isn t the
Will you accept it? Is your
Consider the power of out a laptop from the circula- "busy season at the library
happiness not important human volition! I don't
tion desk remains (I am typ there are still not enough
enough to think of all the need to convince you of the
ing this article on one such computers to use. What on
possible other options left to importance of your own life.
laptop), the process can take earth are we going to do
you, no matter how impos You know it. Now choose to
I a considerable amount of at the end of the semester,
sible they might seem?
time. One must first acquire when finals and final projects
live it.
Are you willing to ac
a laptop, find a suitable place really are here? All 1 can say
cept a job you hate in order
to use it and then start it up. is get to
library and get a
to please your parents and
(If my experience with a lap- computer early!
stay comfortable? Is it your

is hard. And it is scary. But
you must do it.
Is it really too late? You're
still in college. You have a
world of possibility open
to you. It's possible when
you're 20. It will be nearly
impossible when you're 35.
Is it too risky? Think about
what you have to lose. A job
you hate? Security? Security
is an important factor. Weigh
it carefully against a far more
important factor: your happi
ness. There is nothing more
important in life than what
you do. It will determine
if you live a life of joy and
possibility or a life of dead,
stagnant complacency.
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A walk through
institutionalization
By Seth Wilson
Guest Writer
Epiphanies strike at the
most unlikely times. For me
it happened today at approx
imately 5:50 in the evening. I
had set down my homework
to run to the dining hall to get
a bit of dinner before closing
hours. As I passed the library,
I realized that I wasn't even
remotely hungry. Nor was I
bored. The only reason I had
for eating at the time was
that the cafeteria would close
soon, and I would probably
go without eating for an
other night. I have become
so dependent on others' time
schedules that I don't even
decide when it is appropriate
for me to eat.
This article is especially
pertinent to underclassmen,
but the juniors and seniors
might not want to pass on to
the sports section just yet. We
are all students here, and we
were all new once. And be
cause of this, I think it should
be brought to light how de
pendent on the campus some
of us are. We are, as the song
goes, institutionalized.
Like most private schools,
Pacific provides for us all the
amenities for life. I can get
three square meals a day in
the dining hall, exercise in
the gym, work on campus,
go to the book store for ev
erything from condoms to
candy bars, and arrive at
my bed in less than five min
utes from the library. I can
maintain a steady social life
without leaving a one-mile
radius. And I can receive and
send mail by walking across
the river. I can, if I wanted,
not leave this campus for
duration of the school term.
This, to most, is nothing
more than convenience. So
what is wrong with our little
oasis of convenience?
Any guesses? There isn't
anything wrong with conve
nience per se, except when
you take into account that
we live in a school setting.

Like all institutions, schools
operate on a very accurate
schedule. This is harmless
in grade schools, but when
people live in the institution
itself, they have to conform
to these schedules in order
to live smoothly. If not, they
may end up going without
dinner for a few nights in a
row, which, I will admit, has
happened to me.
The possible psychological
effects could be a little more
abstract and less overt than
a growling in your stomach.
Becoming dependent on one
source for all the necessities
of life diminishes indepen
dence and self-reliance. This
is less of a problem for most
because they have come to
school directly from their
parents' home and are thus
used to complete institu
tionalization. Upon entering
school, even after a summer
break, many experience a
euphoria that can leave them
unable to take an objective
look at their place in our
community. As well as a loss
in self-reliance caused by this
dependency, many lose the
opportunities to form and ex
periment with a broad spec
trum of social relationships.
These include the little trivial
discourses that occur in the
course of a day with the likes
of your mailman, land lord,
or the guy digging in your
trash. In short, we lose the
opportunities to become
amateur politicians. This can
leave us susceptible to power
manipulations when we exit
school, and leave us vulner
able to further manipulation
by the institution itself while
we reside in its bubble.
At this point you can go on
to the sports section if I don't
have you thinking, but if you
haven't left yet, you may
as well continue reading. I
hope I have at least moti
vated you to take a walk off
campus into the social jungle
of Stockton. I recommend
going at night. If you think it
is too dangerous, you're not
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party is purging the party,
like so many anti-religion,
ultra-leftists have done else
where (and more violently).
They are making it the
alone. When we try to assess party of elitism, arrogance,
institutionalization, we need secularism, and enlightened
to address the forces pulling self-interest. They believe
us in as well as those push that helping others is good
ing us in.
because it will come back to
The university, in the con benefit them. This is not al
text of the city of Stockton, truism, and many Democrats
is an anomaly. It is an up base their desire to help the
per-level school that costs a poor on love and altruism.
bundle, in a community that
They believe in abortion
has an above average crime because they think that if
rate and an unemployment you are born poor, you can
rate more than double that not be happy. Money equals
of the nation. Because of the happiness for these limou
disparity between the two sine liberals. I will not even
communities, it is reason discuss the social Darwinism
able to assume that social and eugenics that liberals
tensions will form. And they pursued through abortion at
have. More than once I have the beginning of the abor
witnessed anti-student atti tion movement. I will not
tudes in the bars and shops discuss the parallels between
around campus. I have also abortion and slavery, except
witnessed students' reluc to say that the abolitionists
tance to venture out into could not lose because they
Stockton because of its nega were fighting for justice,
tive reputation. When I go while their opponents were
out at night to run errands, fighting for "choice". The
the class difference stuns me. same is presumably true of
If you want to experience this the abortion abolitionists.
first hand, go to the Wal-Mart
These liberals are the type
at 10:30 p.m. on a weeknight. of people who supported
But I'll move on before I get Henry Wallace over Harry
into some cliched Marxist Truman. They are on the
rant. Here is where this ar fringe of the party and coun
ticle becomes a little harder try, and so delusional that
to swallow:
they think they represent
I believe Pacific is seg the values of the American
regated. And I mean both people.
internally and externally. We
If
they
were
are a school that is dispropor- in control, we
tionably white in comparison would lose the
to its surroundings. We are a
school that is predominantly
white. I know that anybody
reading this can think of ten
examples from each of their
classes that would prove me
wrong. That is fine. We do
have an accurate representa
tion of a racial cross section
of the United States. Howev
er, I encourage you to take a
walk through Delta College's
campus and observe the
ethnic makeup there. Try to
reason why we don't have
that diversity at Pacific, even
though our schools are right
across the street from each
other. Nowhere on campus

See ROUTINE page 8

War on Terrorism because
of appeasement. We would
stop opening up trade,
destroying the prospect of
economic improvement in
the third world. Abortion
would be safe, legal, and
not at all rare. Drugs would
be legalized. Crime would
increase.
This is not the Democratic
vision of the country. Tru
man, FDR, John Kennedy,
and Woodrow Wilson would
be ashamed. They would not
be Republicans, but rather,
men without a party.
The Democrats need to
get tough on crime and the
causes of crime. They need
to get tough on abortion and
the causes of abortion. They
need to support the fight
against terrorism and the
spread of WMDs and fight
for the spread of the Four
Freedoms. They need to ap
peal to middle class people of
faith who have kids, whose
hopes and fears represent the
heart of the country. They
need to make government
work for the middle class by
ensuring health care, main
taining social security, and
helping parents pay for their
kids' college tuitions. They
need to appeal to people's
faith in God and man. They
need to become the party of
hope again. If not, they will
never be the party of justice,
and they might not even be
a party.
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Aett&i fo t&e Sditon,
November 2, 2004 is a than a meager degree of pub correct the insensitivities of
date which will go down lic disapproval, that one's ignorance, for we are now
infamously in the history fellow Americans would given no proof that time
of our nation. It is one on stand and be counted as does such a thing.
We must be as unyield
which the people, of what individuals whom, without
ing
in our declaration of the
question,
disapprove
of
this
has been described as the
vileness
of this legislation
remarkable
legislation.
Such
greatest democracy this
as
its
proponents
seem to
a
hope
would
prove
in
vain,
world has ever known,
be
in
their
assertion
of its
for
these
amendments
were
again failed one another.
validity.
And
as
we
stand,
not
just
barely
approved
by
It is the date on which we
ceased living amongst each indifferent majorities. From we should prepare for the
other as brethren and gave Oregon to Kentucky, Ameri reality that opponents will
in to the monumental pres cans flooded the symbol of also stand in equal absten
sures of divisive politics, democracy to register their tion and perhaps greater
socially constructed dif support for an ultimately un preparation. In fact, as we
ferences, and hatefulness democratic and un-American speak, our very own newly
elected president and na
masked in the glory of reli doctrine.
There are of course those tional representatives have
gious tradition.
On November 2, 2004, who feel differently, fellow risen in support, calling for
twenty million of our Americans who cite this time renewed efforts at expand
brothers and sisters, neigh in history as a great victory ing this heinous legislation
bors and co-workers, peers for the institution of mar across the nation.
It proves difficult indeed
and parents entered vot riage. This is no victory. I
ing booths to consider one assert that it may be wrong to express in words my an
great moral issue, one great to put issues of basic hu ger at our nationally elected
question that would affect man rights up for popular representatives for their
the lives of millions who vote. We have, after all, been support of so cruel and
were not asked, and mil wrong on similar issues in unjust a legislation. I can
lions who disagreed. This the past. One might even say nothing more than to
was not a question of politi more accurately suggest that urge, in the mold of one the
cal leadership, not a ques our nation has a problem nation's greatest Supreme
tion of when life begins, nor with making the right deci Court justices, that against
was it a question of what sion when it comes to issues this pernicious doctrine
of liberty and justice. That we most resolutely set our
citizenship means.
The question put to we could not win the broad face.
our countrymen: what is freedoms of speech, religion,
marriage? Who should, association or press, were
Respectfully,
according to an acceptable they ever presented to the
definition, be included and public in a voting booth.
Eddie Richardson
This should come as no
who should not? Their
response: a resonance of surprise. After all those
Class of 2005
discrimination and ha individuals remembered by
tred. A simple "not in our history as "founding fathers"
home." Of eleven states were, themselves, not per
that voted on constitutional fect. They too fell ultimately
amendments banning the short of the immense convic
(ironically constitutional) tion and moral clarity nec
right of two individuals to essary for the enforcement
share their lives without of universal equality and
the accordance of unjust re freedom. And even after
strictions, all eleven passed more than 200 years and 27
such legislation without amendments to the federal
constitution, we are still not
hesitation.
Eleven states in our union, perfect. Our liberties are still
and six before them, saw fit not uninfringeable. But at
to approve so outlandish a this crucial time we must not
denial of this right which is falter; we can scarcely afford
unscrupulously guaranteed to see another 200 years pass
in our nation's constitution. only to be rudely awakened
One might hope that given from an illusion of progress
the severity of this occur and equality.
We can not wait for time to
rence there would be more
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pompously vote for a man do the racial gaps between
that has brought this coun the surrounding area and the
try nothing but grief, have school clash more than in the
ensured four more years quad dining hall. There the
of instability, uncertainty, staff is made up of Stockton's
and disaster. As gas prices ethnic rainbow and is hired
continue to rise, as school to stand behind glass and
funding continues to dimin serve students.
So it's been a relatively
ish, as the gap between rich
long
Pacific journey through
and poor continues to grow,
institutionalization,
isolation
as your healthcare premiums
and
a
rainbow
of
minorities,
continue to rise, as our sons,
brothers, fathers, and moth only to wind up at a conclu
ers continue to needlessly die sion that offers no pot of gold.
in Iraq and across the globe, Unless of course you can spit
as Social Security vanishes, out some adage equating
and as this country contin knowledge with gold, and
ues to lose its credibility in so on. It isn't. Knowledge
global affairs, know that you transcends the commodi
and I have constructed this ties that would only seek tc
reality. We had a chance to trivialize it. That is why I
restore hope in a nation that want to make it specifically
is lacking promise. We had clear that I am not deriding
a chance to demand change. the University of the Pacific.
Instead, we chose to reward I only wish to warn against
mistakes. We now face four the unintended consequenc
more years of assured disap es that it can carry, and tc
pointment. As our quality of urge students to take an
life continues to diminish, objective look at themselves
we have only ourselves to from time to time as they are
blame. As we have to work walking through our beauti
increasingly long hours, ful campus. Moreover, I wish
as we are laid off from our that more students would
jobs, as we find ourselves acknowledge that we were
unable to pay for our sons' born with privilege, whether
and daughters' tuition costs, it is racial, class or intellec
we can take solace in the fact tual. Having acknowledged
that this is the America we this, we can shrink the social
have created. We deserve our gaps that separate us and
imminent misfortune. Today create a rounded view of
we say goodbye to one of this what the communities we
nation's true heroes. Today live in are really like. Lastly,
we say goodbye to a better I encourage more students
tomorrow. Today we realize to say "please" and "thank
you" to the help at the din
that we have failed.
ing hall.
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Death Cab for Cutie concert, a blast
By Mikey Vu
Lifestyles Editor

Two Fridays ago at the
San Francisco Warfield, I
got the chance to go see two
bands that I am absolutely in
love with, Pretty Girls Make
Graves and Death Cab for
Cutie. With a show featur
ing such morbid sounding
bands, you would expect
some sort of death metal
show complete with animal
sacrifices and bible desecra
tion right? You couldn't pos
sibly get further from the
truth, these Seattle based
indie rockers are not a touch
beyond aggressively mellow.
For those of you not
familiar with Pretty Girls
Make Graves, they sound a
little bit like Bikini Kill meets
Sleater Kinney. If that doesn't
help you out any, then how
about the Yeah Yeah Yeah's
crossed with The Pixies. Still
no? Fine, how about Shania
Twain meets Metallica. Ok
maybe that isn't quite the
best comparison, but you
know what I mean. As I
waited in the very, very front
anticipating lead singer
Andrea Zollo to appear at
any moment, I took time to
look around the stage. It was
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cism," and even a few songs
from their first albums. One
thing that was prominent,
and is the strong point in
Death Cab for Cutie's live
show, is how much fun it
looked like they had while
playing. Ben Gibbard, also
one half of The Postal Service,
switched it up and played the
piano for the very last song of
the encore, the eponymous
track off of their "Transatlanticism" album.
All I can say is that you
should get out and go to
shows when you get the
chance, because the energy
you get off listening to an
album will never compare to
the live sounds and energy
of the growling of a bass, the
twang of a guitar, the thrash
ing of the hi hats and the
thumping of the snare and
bass drums. The Death Cab
for Cutie show was one to be
remembered and hopefully
you catch them next time
they come by, and if you are
looking to get into the band,
I recommend the following
songs: A Lack of Color, Title
and Registration, A Movie
Script Ending, I was a Kalei
doscope, and my personal
favorite Photobooth.

WARFIELD: Fans flocked from all over California to see Death Cab

DEATH CAB: Amzing live show

barely decorated at all, very
barebones with a few colored
lights and the instruments.
The Warfield was packed
to the walls, with those an
noying scenester kids ev
erywhere. You know which
ones I'm talking about, the
ones who wear those super
tight jeans, black rimmed
glasses, some trendy t-shirt,
converses, and a messenger
bag full of buttons. The fun
niest thing is that this at
tire (uh...uniform) is pretty
much universal for men and
women alike. After the lights

dimmed and Pretty Girls
Make Graves took the stage,
it was all pretty much a blur.
One thing's for sure, they
were fantastic in concert, one
of those bands whose live
show totally eclipses their
full length releases. The best
part about their set was how
much energy they had, so
much that the violently un
dulating bassist looked like
he was going to spontane
ously burst into flames.
After their set finished,
the crowd really started to
pack in for Death Cab for

Cutie. The most annoying
thing about the fans, at this
point, was all of the "O.C."
kids that were there and felt
like digging their collective
elbows into my back. Those
girls that showed up to a
Death Cab show just because
Seth Cohen name dropped
them on a few episodes of
"The O.C." Anyways, seeing
Ben Gibbard and the rest of
Death Cab was nothing short
of amazing. They performed
almost all of "The Photo Al
bum," the prerequisite radio GIBBARD: Title
songs off of "Transatlanti-

and Registration
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Pixar's incredible Incredibles

Scorpio 10/23-11/21
If you don't want your
secrets known, keep them
secret. Especially the juicy
stuff.

By Mikey Vu
Lifestyles Editor
Everyone loves Pixar right?
I mean, how could you possi
bly hate a company that has
produced great movies like

Sagittarius

11/22-12/21

Lying is not the way to
spare someone's feelings,
| Tell the truth. It may hurt
them but in the end the
truth hurts less than se
crets.

Finding Nemo, Monsters Inc.,
Toy Story, and A Bug's Life?

What's even more impres
sive is that with their newest
feature, The Incredibles, they
have made a film about a
middle class family living
in the suburbs and somehow
kept it interesting. Not only
that, it just happens to be one
of their best films released to
date if not the best.
In the world of The In
credibles, superheroes rule
supreme, with a plethora of
heroes to keep the city safe.
The main heroes include Mr.
Incredible with the power
of super strength, Frozone
the smooth talking Samuel
L. Jackson with the power
of ice, and Elastigirl who
stretches farther than a dol
lar bill at Taco Bell. After an
"accident" that leaves Mr.
Incredible in legal trouble
for saving someone's life,
the superhero population
is forced into hiding after a
flood of litigation threatens
their existence. Fast forward
fifteen years to an aging (and
rather corpulent) Mr. Incred
ible, who now sells insurance
in a tiny cubicle reminiscent
of Milton from Office Space
(he just wanted some cake
you guys.). Mr. Incredible
has since married Elastigirl
and retired to a life in the dull
suburbs where they attempt
to raise their kids, Violet, the
introverted daughter with
the power to create force
fields and become invisible,
and Dashiel, a rascally little
boy with the ability to run
faster than John Kerry can
concede. While Elastigirl
(now Helen Parr) tries to
raise the kids, Mr. Incredible
(newly relocated Bob Parr)
is seemingly estranged from
his family, daydreaming of
yesteryear and longing for
the past. So much so that he
and Frozone tell their wives
they're going bowling, when
in reality they are patheti-

HOROSCOPES

Capricorn 12/22-1/19
You can still change your
mind. You haven't signed on
the dotted line.

Aquarius 1/20-2/18
You don't have to answer
nosy questions. Tell thern
no.

Pisces 2/19-3/20
There's no way to hide
your feelings from your
closest friends. Nor should
you try.

PIXAR: The Incredibles is the

most dynamic film to date

cally sitting in a car swap lies in the relationship of the his mother was indeed a
ping stories and listening to family and the development "tracer." The best character
a police scanner for in hope of its characters. The villain of the film however goes
of a crime in progress. One of the film, Syndrome, is a Edna Mode, the superhero
day, however, Mr. Incredible fantastic one, and probably costume designer, who can
mysteriously receives a pack one of the best Pixar has be best described as a minated so iscule ball of energy with a
age in the mail that gives him c r e f a r . tiny pair of legs and a feisty
hope that he may be able to
German accent.
secretly resume his super
The
Incredibles
is a great
hero ways. Without
movie,
but
do not
giving too much
go
in
expecting
of the plot
typical Pixar
away, Mr.
family af
Incredfair, this
i b 1e
is
an
soon
a
c
t
i
o
n
finds
advenhimt u r e
s e 1f
m
ovie
i
n
first
and
trouf
o
r
e
m
ost
b 1 e
done
in
ex
with
a
cellent com
supervilputer animation.
lian that alone
It's probably going
he is no match
to be one of the most fun
for, and only when his
family works together as a The only thing that bothered movies you'll see this year,
cohesive unit do they come me is that because Syndrome until Paris Hilton's new vid
through.
is voiced by Jason Lee of eo. I'm talking about her mu
sic video you sick bastard. JK
The Incredibles is easily my
Mallrats and Chasing Amy
favorite Pixar film because it fame, I kept expecting him you guys, but seriously.
doesn't rely on any gimmicky to offer Mr. Incredible the
references or cheap cutesy "Stink Palm" or claim that
Mv CraHp* Astuff, the strength of the film

Aries 3/21-4/19
There is
smallness.

greatness

in

Taurus 4/20-5/20
A possibility that
seemed unthinkable
denly looks likely.

once
sud

Gemini 5/21-6/21

A relationship demands
your full attention. Put al
other concerns aside.

Cancer 6/22-7/22

You aren't the only one on
this stage. Still, all eyes are
focused on you.

Leo 7/23-8/22

That person you are sad
about losing probably was nol
worth your time anyway. Cheer
up they can't all be winners.

Virgo 8/23-9/22

Sometimes,
everything
hits the fan at once. For
tunately, you're ready for
anything.

Libra 9/23-10/22

People are so concerned
with fashion. But lately, you
find it all so superficial.
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Advice For The
Plastics:

Student Recital
Series

Laurel Hoover
Managing Editor

As graduation slowly ap
proaches, questions about
how many of us will survive
once forced into the real
world begin to surface. Gos
sip kings and queens stroll
around fishing for the inside
scoop about what really hap
pened at the fraternity party
last Friday night. These kings
and queens have gained the
title "The Plastics," due to
the recent release of a per
sonal favorite movie of mine,
Mean Girls. This mere ob
session with knowing every
body else's business becomes
a part of you and becomes a
part of your daily routine.
Instead of attending your
classes to learn about the
world, which is what many
of us are paying the grand
price of $33,000 a year to
do, you find yourselves get
ting out of bed with plans
that do not include learning.
Instead, your plans revolve
around gathering the gory
details about that certain
sorority girl from the night
before last.
Anger and backstabbing
are two things that seem to
be innate for all of us. When
someone says something
bad about you, you feel the
need to turn around and say
something horrible, often
times untrue about them. In
a college as prestigious as
ours, I would think that this
high-school lifestyle would
be close to non-existent. But
even University of the Pacific
has its bad seeds.
Also recognize that many
of us, some more than others,
find that the only way to be
satisfied with ourselves, even
though you know that you
are in the wrong, is to blame
it on the other person. This
other person being the one
who cherishes you the most
and who only wants you to
be blessed with happiness.
There are also those indi
viduals who find it almost

RECITAL: Pacific students performed at Recital Series

Erin Berminqham
Staff Writer

PLASTICS: Will fake people survive in the real world?

impossible to give up on
someone who used (key
word: used) to play a pre
dominant role in your life,
but no longer do. The obses
sion that these individuals
have with certain others be
gins to wreck and uphold its
title as "Psycho." But some
of us were lucky enough to
have not been burdened with
the disgusting sin of jealousy
at birth.
Most of us pride ourselves
in the person that we have
become but forget to analyze
the most important part of
our character: "How do we
treat other people and how
do they treat you?" These
are two questions in which
the answer to all of our prob
lems is right before our very
eyes. If you can honestly say
that you are treated by oth
ers with the utmost respect,
then I praise you because
this means that people really
respect you. Like most of us,
if you find yourselves taking
part in constant drama and
having to hear rumors" that
couldn't be further from the
truth, then you might be giv
ing off the wrong impression.
This my friend is a sign that
you must re-evaluate your

STOCKTON, California:
On November 10th, 2004 at
7:30 p.m., in the Recital Hall
Nick Knoles performed a
trumpet recital for his degree
requirements for his Bachelor
of Arts in Music.
He was accompanied by
Paul Staroba playing the
piano, Kiel Senninger play
ing the trumpet, Jason Rasmussen playing the horn,
Vincent Wojtusik playing the
trombone and David Pitzer
playing the tuba.
They performed
four
pieces; Legende by Georges
Enesco, Suite for Trumpet by
William Presser, Rustiques
by Eugene Bozza, and You
Make Me Feel So Young by
Mack Gordon. Most people
went away humming the
popular You Make Me Feel
So Young number.

character and make some
major adjustments.
How you treat other
people is a direct reflection
on your success later in life,
both in family and with your
career choices. People like
others who are kind and
willing, not those who must
compromise themselves if
others fear for their safety
when in your presence.
Upon graduation I hope
that my fears of everyone's
survival will be conquered.
I hope to find an answer for
my continuing question of
whether or not we are pre
pared to live in check with
reality.
The next time you feel the
need to belittle someone and
make fun of something, take
this bit of advice into consid
eration, "in the real world,
once you are graduated,
employers will laugh at you
and look at you in complete
horror if you continue to act
in this childish manner." My
motto is to live and abide by
Thumpers rule in the won
derful Disney movie Bambi,
"If you don't have anything
nice to say, then don't say
BROTHERHOOD: Several
anything at all."
Nick Knoles

His family, trumpet teach
er, friends and Phi Delta
Theta brothers were all in
attendance for the recital and
they gave Nick a standing
ovation. When asked what
they thought of the show,
Junior Tejpal Sekhon said,
"that was bailer" and sopho
more Chris Binkman replied,
"it was indubitably great".
After the concert, friends
and family got together for a
reception with some crackers
and congratulations.
This was the second con
cert in the Student Recital
Series. The next is on No
vember 16 and will feature
Eric Vierhaus, tenor & alto
trombone at 7:30 p.m. in the
Recital' Hall. The entire series
is free and will continue into
May.
For more information
on upcoming recitals go to
http:/ /www.pacific.edu/
conservatory/ and visit the
Calendar of Events.

Phi Delt's came out to support their brother
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Absolute Responsibility IWhy They
takes Responsible Action|Drum...
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Sports Editor
Last week, the Hous
ing Wellness Committee
sponsored a series of events
beginning on Monday with
a speaker by the name of
David Helstrom. Helstrom
gave a talk entitled "The Real
Buzz: The truth and lies about
campus alcohol" and was
followed on Tuesday by the
movie "28 days" sponsored
by Alpha Phi. Wednesday
consisted of an information
faire in the McCaffery Cen
ter, while Thursday's event
was held in the Baun Fitness
Center. This particular event
consisted of a variety of "al CANDY: Candy with facts written on them were given out as part of
ternative entertainment" and the events that took place
kegs of root beer. The week
of events was wrapped up
President Catherine Wells
Friday with the "Absolute Their goodtime consisted
said, "like other sports, it
of
playing
games
like
Texas
Surprise Party," which was
takes time and commitment
held in the McCaffery Center Hold'em Poker, 'Sex, Drugs,
[to get good at DDR]." The
and
Alcohol
Bingo,'
Dance
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Revolution
(also club was out promoting
As part of housing, the Dance
known
as
DDR),
Twister,
and alternative ways to have
committee was put together
a
variety
of
candy
bars
all fun as well as good form of
this year with a more direct
exercise.
slapped
with
stickers
post
goal in mind. "To be realistic
The goal of the night was
ing
unpleasant
but
true
facts
about college and students
"to point out that you can
about
the
dangers
of
binge
who drink on campus,"
have fun that doesn't involve
commented the chair of the drinking alcohol.
alcohol," said Cayton. He
More
specifically,
DDR,
a
committee, David Cayton.
also stressed that you do not
new
club
on
campus,
par
Cayton explained that this
always have to have kegs of
ticipated
in
last
Thursday
is an entirely different ap
beer or any other alcoholic
night's
event
to
promote
proach from any of the
beverage; fun is about the ac
"good
clean
fun,"
according
previous years because they
tivity and who you are with.
to
Anthony
DeFrancisco,
the
are beginning to accept that
Vice
President
of
the
club.
"abstinence" is not going to
happen. Cayton explained,
"It's not real, it's not going
to happen. So we decided to
promote responsibility, pro
mote positive, healthy deci
sions - especially in alcohol."
Zach Mortiz, an employee
at the Baun Fitness Center
who helped out for the
"alternate
entertainment"
night agreed with Cayton.
"It's good that the school is
promoting responsibility, not
abstinence. Abstinence pro
motion only makes students
want to binge drink more."
The event, held last Thurs
day night, attracted a large
number of people who were SURPRISE: Students played poker well sipping on root beer from a
just out to enjoy a good time. tapped keg

RECYCLE: Students came out to support the America Recycles Day

Ry Frin Birmingham
Staff Writer
"I'm supporting America
Recycles Day and it's fun! It's
a lot of fun, even though i'd
never done it before"- Cheri
Kramer, sophomore
"I drum to drum up support
for America Recycles Day, to
encourage people to partici
pate in a Stockton event and
recycle in their own lives.
And BECAUSE IT'S COOL!"
- President of SEA (Students
for Environmental Action),
Amy Baird, sophomore
"To promote America Re
cycles Day on Sunday where
I can see what Stockton is
doing to help the environ
ment. This should help SEA
work together with the city
of Stockton in the future" Ryuao Fujita, Junior
"My friend asked me to
come"- Exchange student
from Japan, Takashi Ohuchi,

"I drum because it's fun
and it promotes a good sense
of community and America
Recycles Day" - Jenn Plassmeyer, senior
"Cause I like to drum"- Pe
ter Gothole, senior
"It's a fun and different
thing to do" Allison Gomer,
senior
Why I drummed- THEY
MADE ME DO IT - no, really
it was a very fun, chill gath
ering of cool people making
cool noise.
AMERICA
RECYCLES
DAY
When: November 14th,
2004 at 10:45 am
Where: Pacific Auditorium
(meet at Bums Tower)
Transportation provided
by SEA (Students for Envi
ronmental Action)
SEA would like to thank
the Chapel for loaning them
the drums. Thanks CHA
PEL!

SUPPORT: Students showed support by banging on drums
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2Me at If you could change
Pacific one thing about the
Dining Hall what
would it be?

DRUM: The drummer of 2Me
rocked out in the Summit

By Erin Birmingham
Staff Writer

Stockton, California: No
vember 10, 2004, a Wednes
day night at the Summit
starring Sacramento alt. Rock
band, 2Me. 2Me- fronted by
Christopher Gene, the aspir
ing, but not really, come
dian, singer and songwriter.
Backed by drummer Reid
Foster who describes 2Me as
"power lounge death metal",
which of course is up for
interpretation but for the mo
ment, he holds the creative
reigns in this writer's article.
Aviator shade sporting, lead
guitarist Nathan Brandon
kept the crowds heads calm
ly bobbing along throughout
the set and the smitten, hip
pie Barney of a bassist Conan
kept them smiling with his
tie-dyed shirt reading "tuff
rock".
2Me have been together
for a little over a year and
sound freakishly similar to
Dave Mathew's Band. Pa
cific freshman, Colin Kuehl
says with a thumb up and a
wink, "they were rocking".
The lead singer, Chris, hit
the notes that I was afraid he
wouldn't, if you know what I
mean. Many attractive UOP
students turned out for the
ASUOP event and I must say
that 2Me was one of the best
acts I have seen on campus
to date.

It's as bad as
you make it."
Antawan Saito,
Sophomore

"A menu in our
planner so we
know what we
are going to eat
before we walk
all the way down
here."
-AK, Freshman
"I think the food is good,
the Bon Apetit staff is
really friendly. All in all,
the dining hall is a really
nice place to eat. It can
become busy at certain
times of the day, but I
know the issue of space
is being addressed."
- Mylon Kirksy, Area
Coordinator

" Don't butcher
the foriegn
recipes...Asian
vibe but not real
Asian dishes"
-Pamela Tine,
Freshman
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SPORTS
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Sports Editor

Number 23, Senior Guillaume Yango is a strong
member of Pacific's men's basketball team. He trans
ferred from Idaho State and is currently in his second
year at Pacific. Originally born and raised in France,
Yango also adds to the diversity of Pacifies campus.
This year is his fourth year in America.
The skills that Yango has contributed to Pacifies
team are all too obvious. In just last weekend's game
against Bakersfield, Yango scored more points than any
other player in the game — a total of 23 points, 13 of which
were in the second half.
"I looked up schools for Basketball, and Pacific was the
best," said Yango of his decision to transfer. He is study
ing communications and will graduate this spring with his
degree. After this year Yango is not too sure about what will
come next, "we'll see what happens." He is uncertain if he
will be staying in the states or will be returning to France
- but for now, Yango is certain about basketball and
wanting to do well this season at Pacific.

Guillaume Yango
Men's Basketball
Senior

November 18: 7:00 pm - TBA-W Volleyball vs. Utah State (Home)
November 19: 7:00 pm - TBA-W Basketball vs. Northern Arizona
(Home)
November 20: 2:00 pm - TBA-M Basketball vs. San Jose State (Away)
November 20: 7:00 pm - TBA-W Volleyball vs. Idaho (Home)
November 21:11:45 - 6:00 pm Accompany the Orange Army to
Stanford
* Get a free Boo Stanford t-shirt if you sign up and pay $15.00
Contact Chris Tredennick at
@yahoo.com
pacificsorangearmy

November 23: 7:00 pm - TBA-M Basketball vs. Santa Clara (Home)

I
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Men's and Women's Basketball both bring
home wins against Bakersfield, Sonoma
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Sports Editor

Both the men and wom
en's basketball teams won
victories last friday night,
November 12, in the latest
home game. The women's
team had a sucessful night
that ended with 68 points
for Pacific and 48 for their
opponent Sonoma State. The
men's game followed later
on in the same evening, win
ning in a similar margin as
the women, with 62 points
for Pacific and 48 for Cal
State Bakersfield.
One of the players on the
women's team, number 33,
Tyler Moran, was "lucky
to have her brothers and

Photograph by Jennifer Hite-Smith

TEAM HUDDLE: The Women's Basketball team huddles together as coach Jackson goes over their teams
winning streategy

cousins in the stands for
support," said her cousin T.J.
Bernardy.
The men's game had a
large group of supporters
filling the stands, including
Pacific's own Orange Army.
Josh Mitchell, a member of
the Orange Army said they
come "to rally up the audi
ence and make it enjoyable
for all of us."
Fans such as these keep
the spirit and fun alive at
home games and provide
for an audience to see the au
thentic talent in the players.
Both games were very excit
ing and a good start in this
year's season for competitive
action.

Men's Waterpolo sinks U.C. Davis
Allison March

Staff Writer

On Saturday, November
13, the tiger fans watched
with much excitement as
they witnessed our men's
Water Polo team beat their
U.C. Davis opponents.
According to Marco #1, so
far this season: Pacific's Wa
ter Polo team has yet to win a
game against the U.C. Davis
team. With strength from all
corners of the pool from both
teams, the score was tied
three to three by the end of
the first quarter.
In the second quarter,
the Pacific team scored two
additional points, made by
Dragan Bakic, #7, and Adam
Zobler, #12. By half time
Pacific's defense had shined,
not letting the Davis team
score.
During the third quarter
#12 dominated by scoring
two goals. This, however, did
not allow the Pacific team to
get further ahead because
Davis was right behind
them, scoring two additional
goals. Freshman Alan Sue
commented, "it is amazing
how much the players can

get away with," referring to
all the dirty play under the
water.
With there being one
quarter to go, the fans, along
with the team knew that this
could easily be enough time
to allow the Davis team to
catch up and take the
game. The Pacific

team did not allow this to
happen, however, because
in the last quarter, # 7 and
#11 scored two goals, plac
ing them a final four points
ahead.

DEFENSE: Andy Skora defends a U.C. Davis player during Pacific's win over the Aggies

Congratulations to the
Pacific team, who conquered
the game at a final score of
nine to five. Reflecting on the
win, goalie Marco #1, a Ju
nior from Serbia, who made
a couple of great blocks to
wards the end of the game,
said "the whole team worked
together creating a great def e n se."
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Santana of the Minnesota
Twins. He went 20-6 and led
Columnist
the AL with a 2.61 ERA and
The baseball season 265 strikeouts, going 13-0
has been over for a few weeks with a 1.21 ERA in 15 starts
now yet continues to make after the All-Star break. Only
headlines. There's the chance one word can describe him
that the Expos name could this season, complete Domi
be changed to the Senators. nation.
MVP's of the leagues
I'm not to fond of the name,
were
Barry
Bonds in the NL
I prefer the Expos, plus they
and
Vladimir
Guerrero in the
have always had nice look
AL.
ing uniforms that contained
Who doesn't love
a great color combination.
watching
Desperate House
The Senators uniform colors
wives
with
all those beauti
will more than likely be, you
ful
women?
If you don't
guessed it-red, white, and
you're
either
one thing or
blue. WOW, what a surprise.
another;
things
I cannot
The Rookies of the
say.
For
those
of
you who
Year have been announced
watched
MNF
and
saw the
for both leagues. Pittsburgh
intro
with
T.O
and
Nicollette
Pirates outfielder Jason Bay
won it in the NL, while Oak Sheridan know what I'm
land A's shortstop Bobby talking about. If you didn't
Crosby won it in the AL. Bay then all you need to know
received 25 first place votes is that ABC apologized in a
and Khalil Greene from statement and the NFL called
the Padres received seven. the intro "inappropriate and
Crosby was one first place unsuitable for our 'Monday
vote shy of being the unani Night Football' audience."
I find it very enter
mous pick; the other first
taining
to see a fight during
place vote went to White Sox
warm-ups
of a NFL game.
closer Shingo Takatsu.
Linebacker
Joey Porter of
Who was the person that
Pittsburgh
and
running back
voted for this guy? I have
William
Green
of Cleveland
never even heard of him.
were
fined
$10,000
each
I have heard more about
by
the
NFL
on
Tuesday
for
Twins catcher Joe Mauer
their
fight.
Both
players
than Takatsu.
The older your get, were ejected before the game
the better your pitch, seems even started. BUT they both
to be the fad in the National apologized to each other and
League. Roger Clemens, 42, said they were caught up in
beat out Randy Johnson, the moment.
Don't forget to tune
41, to claim his seventh Cy
into
Pacific
TV, channel 2 on
Young Award. This guy re
campus
between
7-8 pm for
tired from the Yankees then
Ballin'
Outta
Control
with
decided to come back from
Pacific's
Men's
Basketball
retirement and sign for his
home team, the Houston team. The shows about the
Rockets. Clemens has an men's team and is hosted by
award for each one of his "Holla What" Mike Webb,
kids, himself, his wife and "Smooth Chocolate" (AB)
now one for his dog. What's Anthony Brown, and "Gleft for him to do? Retire Money" (Air France) Guilment or continue to play. His laume Yango. It is a very
oldest son Koby, is eligible entertaining show and you
for the June amateur draft. never know what these guys
Imagine that, watching Cle will do next.
ALSO don't forget
mens play pro ball with his
to
go
out
and support our
son. If it will happen is not
women
this
Friday when
certain yet, only time will tell
they
host
N.
ARIZONA
at 7
if we get to see it or not.
p.m.
in
the
Spanos
Center.
In the AL, the Cy
Young Award went to Johan

Unbeatable,

Jesus Hernandez

Save your money for more important things in school,
like hanging with your friends!
With the Ultimate Unlimited Package - you'll receive
unlimited local and long distance - including unlimited
features, like text messaging - for s45 a month.
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metroPCS.
Permission to speak freely.

www.metropcs.com
metroPCS Stores:
Stockton

Elk Grove

888.8metro8

South Sacramento

905 W. March Lane
209-478-9980

4801 Laguna Blvd.
916-984-2500

6150 Florin Rd.
916-984-2500

Antelope

Howe 'bout Arden

West Sacramento

4241 Elverta Rd.
916-984-2500

2100 Arden Way
916-984-2500

1250 W. Capitol Ave.
916-984-2500

Citrus Heights

Roseville

metroPCS Business Sales
B2BSalesSac@metropcs.com

5859 Sunrise Blvd.
916-984-2500

1420 E. Roseville Pkwy.
916-984-2500

916-984-2677

Also available at authorized dealer locations including:
World Page Wireless

Telecom Wireless

Ultimate Wireless

6138 Pacific Ave.
209-951-6332

7908 N. West Lane
209-952-1179

7233 Pacific Ave.
209-952-4502

World Page Wireless

Cell Gallery

Wireless City

1330 S. El Dorado
209-462-6388

Sherwood Mall
209-478-7747

7914 N. El Dorado
209-688-2105

To find a store near you call 1 -888-8metro8 or visit www.metropcs.com. Visit
www.metropcs.com for information on specific terms and conditions of service an o
coverage area. Nationwide long distance applies to the 48 contiguous states.

